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LIPSCB3TZ SPACES AND MLXED LEBESGUE SPACES

W. R. MADYCH

ABSTRACT. It is shown that translation invariant linear operators which

improve Lipschitz classes behave almost as well as the corresponding fractional

Riesz transforms when applied to the mixed Lebesgue spaces. These results

partially generalize some of the theorems concerning Riesz transforms and

mixed Lebesgue classes due to Adams and Bagby, Lizorkin, and others.

1. Introduction. It is known that the two variable Riesz transforms of order

a, a > 0, maps Wi(IJ>1) into Lq*(Lqi) whenever 1 < pi < $ < oo, i — 1,2,

and ^2(1/Pi — l/<7i) = ct; see [1]. In view of the results of E. M. Stein and

A. Zygmund, [9], concerning translation invariant operators on Lipschitz spaces

and Lebesgue spaces, it seems reasonable to suspect that results analogous to the

one quoted above hold for all translation invariant linear operators which map Lip/3

into Lip(o + ß).

In this note we show that, roughly speaking, the above suspicion is well founded.

We use a characterization of the class of operators mentioned above which goes

back to Zygmund [11]. However, our results are formulated in terms of Besov spaces,

which have been studied by many authors, for example see [7] or [8]. Relevant

definitions and facts which we need concerning Besov spaces are contained in §2.

§3 contains the statement of the main results. Their proofs are contained in §4.

Generic constants are always denoted by the symbol C. They need not be the same

at different occurrences.

2. Besov spaces and translation invariant operators. Let (p be a nonnega-

tive radial function in C°°(Rn) with support in 1 < |f| < 2 and such that

Jo WÍ) dt/t = 1 for all £ y¿ 0. The function </> is the Fourier transform of 0

and <pt is defined by <pt(x) = t~n<p(t~ 1x). The Schwartz space of rapidly decreas-

ing infinitely differentiable functions on Rn is denoted by S and So = {ip £ S:

/Rn P(x)ip(x)dx = 0 for all polynomials P(x)}. The dual of So is denoted by S'0.

Notice that S'Q = S'/P, where P is the subspace of polynomials. Also, whenever

it makes sense, the convolution of two distributions, / and g, is denoted by / * g.

Given real numbers a and p, —oo < a < oo and 1 < p < oo, the space A£ is

the subspace of S0 consisting of those / for which / * <pt is in LJ'(Rn) for all t > 0

and

(i) ll/IU = sup(i-a||/*&M
t>0

is finite. A£ is a Banach space with the norm given by (1).
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There are many equivalent norms on A£. For example, it is well known that if

a > 0 and m is an integer greater than a then

(2) sup (|2/|-Q||A-/||LP)
li/l>o

is a norm equivalent to (1), where Am denotes the mth difference operator in y, that

is, A„/(x) = f(x+y)—f(x) and Amf = A^A™"1/ if m > 2. This is the familiar
Lipschitz norm. We will not discuss these facts further here. However, it should

be mentioned that one can introduce one more parameter into the definition A£ by

replacing the L°° norm in the t variable with an appropriate Lq norm. Namely

f°° rlt
(3) /   (t-l/*&IM«y.

Jo t

The resulting space is denoted by A%q. These classes of spaces are sometimes called

Besov spaces and denoted by B^q.

THEOREM 1. Suppose f —► Tf is a translation invariant linear operation map-

ping A£'9 continuously into Ar¿s. Then there is a unique k in S'Q such that Tf = k*f

for all f in So.

Theorem 2. The transformation f —► k * f maps A£° continuously into A^° if

and only ifkis in Aj where 8 = ß — a.

With minor modifications the proof of Theorem 1 is the same as that of its

analogue in [10]. Theorem 2 is simply a fancy variant of Zygmund's theorem, [11],

which we mentioned in the introduction. See [7, p. 135] for a proof of this version.

3. Mixed Lebesgue spaces and A£. Given P = (pi,...,pn)» 1 < Pi < oo»

i = 1,..., n; a measurable function, /, on Rn is said to belong to Lp = Lp(Rn) if

the number obtained after taking successively the pi norm in Xi,..., the pn norm

in xn, and in that order, is finite. We denote this norm on / by ||/||p. In particular,

if n = 2 and 1 < pi < oo,

i/Pi

\\f\\p = ll    1/    l/(*i,*a)r<kir   ' dx2\
a oo  ,   /-co xPa/pi

¡  U    |/(x1,x2)|P1dx1|        dx2

For the basic facts concerning these spaces see [3].

Note that Lp can be regarded as LPn of Lp valued functions where P =

(pi,...,pn_i).

Suppose k is a distribution in A^, a > 0, and ip is in So- Then clearly k*tp is

well defined. It is also true that k * f is well defined for / in Lp. To see that this

is so, choose s, 0 < s < oo, and write

(4) k = k^ + k{3)

where fcW = /0S k * <j>t dt/t and fc(s) = /s°° k * <pt dt/t. Now fc(s) is in L1 and fc^ is

in LQ whenever Q = (qi,...,qn) and X^it1 — Vft) > a- Hence, k * f =
¡ç(*) * / -j- &(s) * / is well defined for / in Lp whenever P = (pi,... ,p„) and

ELi(iM) > ».
To see that k^ is in L1 write

(5) ||*M||i < rp*^lliT < ll*lli,a ría-1dí = a-1||A;||1)QS".
yo t Jo '
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To see that fys) is in L^, let ip be a function in So so that $(£) = 1 whenever f is

in the support of <j>. Then <pt = <¡>t * tpt and

/oo .. /-oo

iife^tiiiiivtiiQf < iifciii,aiHi«ya ta-ß-^dt

where /? = £"=1(1 — l/9i)- Since ß > a the last integral coverges and the desired

result follows.

Theorem 3. Suppose k is in A^, a > 0, and suppose P = (pi,... , pn) arcd

<2 = (9i,---^n) satisfy 0 < 1/g» < l/p¿ < 1, t = 1,..., n — 1, 0 < l/9n <
1/Pn < 1/ and ]Cr=i(l/Pi — 1/9») — a- V / ** in ■L,P^ ^en k * f is in L® and
11^ * /IIq < C||/||p, w/iere C is a constant which depends only on P, Q, and ||fc||i)Q.

The conditions pn > 1 and çn < oo cannot be relaxed. This can be easily seen

by considering the case pi = • • • = pn, qi = • • ■ = qn, and taking k to be the Riesz

potential of order a. However when k is the Riesz potential of order a the results of

[lj show that the conclusion of Theorem 3 holds in the case 1 < pn = qn < oo. We

do not know whether this is true in general. Nevertheless we can show that it does

hold under further restrictions on pn. These conditions are rather cumbersome.

The following theorems contain the precise statements concerning this situation in

the case n = 2.

If P = (Pi.Pa), we write D»(D») = Lp and ||||/||Pl||P3 = ||/||P. The symbol

Lp,q denotes the usual Lorentz space of functions, see [1], and LP2(LPl,qi) denotes

the class of functions / which are measurable on R2 and such that the norm

llll/ll(pi,9i)IU = Il H/fclîOlU'i-« norminx||z,»>2 norm in y

is finite.

We remind the reader that, for the sake of simplicity, the next theorems are

stated only in the case n = 2.

THEOREM 4. Suppose k is in Ala, a > 0, and (pi,p2), (9i,P2) satisfy 1/pi —

1/çi = a, 1 < pi < qi < oo, and 1 < p2 < oo.

(i) 7/pi < p2 < oo and f is in ^(L?1) then k * f is in W3(Lqi^) and

lll|fc*/ll(9l,p3)IU<c||||/||Pl||P3.

(ii) Ifq\ >p2>landfis in D»^1'*") then k*f is in LP-i(Wi) and

lll|fc*/||PlIU<C||||/l|(Pl,Pa)llp3.

In both cases C is a constant independent of f.

COROLLARY. With the same hypothesis as above and pi < p2 < q\ then the

mapping f —>■ k * / maps ^(LP1) continously into LP2^91).

The restrictions on p2 in the corollary cannot be removed by applying the

methods of real interpolation to Theorem 4, see [4]. Concerning certain iterated

variants of the real method see [61. It should also be mentioned that it is not difficult

to show that / —► fc * / maps Lp into BMO if J2?=i(l/Pi) — a- However this fact

does not appear to be helpful in improving the range of p2 in the corollary
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4. Details. Let P and Q satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3 and set P =

(pi,...,pn_i), Q = (qi,...,qn_i). Regard Lp as the class of p„ summable

strongly measurable Lp valued functions on R and write Lp = LPn(Lp). Similarly

write LQ = Lqn(LQ). The proof of Theorem 3 is a vector valued analogue of the

corresponding proof in [9]. That is, if k is in A* then the mapping / -+ k * f is of

weak type (pn, qn) in the following sense:

(7) |{xn:||fc */(*,<% > í}| < Cp-^fWpy*

where C is a constant independent of /, || ||p denotes the Lp norm in the variable

x = (xi,..., xn_i), and |set| denotes the one dimensional Lebesgue measure of the

set. The vector valued variant of the interpolation theorem of Marcinkiewicz, see

[2], then implies the desired result.

To see (7) observe that it suffices to show that

(8) Aa(t) + Ba(t)<Ct-q»

whenever / satisfies ||/||p = 1, and

As(í) = |{xn:||fcW*/(x,xn)||Q>í/2}|,

B.(t) = \{xn:\\k,a) * /(x,x„)||q > t/2}\

where k^ and fc(3) are denned by (4). Now

Mt)<((2/t)\\\\k(°Uf(x,Xn)\\Q\\Pnr,

and if tp is the function used in deriving (6) we have

||||AW*/(*,Zn%||pB < /'llfc^rlllllWIWI/llpf

<||*||i,arr—^-^
JO T

where r = (rit..., rn_1; 1), 1/n = 1 + 1/& — l/p¿, and

"=E('-7)=£"-¡r + f<<"i=1  \ ~\J Pn        In

Therefore

(9) Aa(t) < C^-PItf"

Similarly

II Whs) * m x„)iy U < / life * «MM WIHI/llpf
/oo

where r = (rlf..., r„_i, rn), 1/r» = 1 + l/?¿ — l/p¿, i = 1,..., n — 1, l/rn =

1 - l/pn and 7 = l/pn = £"~i"(l - Vn) > a. Therefore,

(10) \\\\k(s)*f(x,xn)\\Q\\00<C2sa-'<.

Now choose s so that the right-hand side of (10) is equal to i/2, and so Bs(t) = 0.

Using this value of s in (9) we get

Aa(t) < Ct-q»
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and the desired result follows.

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 4.

Suppose that the transformation / —► k * / maps L00^) into L00(L9,0°) for

1/q = 1/p — a and 1 < p < q < oo, that is

(H) IIIIWII(9,oo)l|oo<C||||/||p|U

where C is a constant independent of /. By duality and the fact that this mapping

is "selfadjoint" it follows that this transformation maps L1(LP'1) continuously into

Ll(Lq) for the same range of p's and q's. Applying the variant of the real method

of interpolation which is valid when dealing with Lebesgue spaces of Banach space

valued functions, see [4], it follows that / -» k * / maps ^(L?**) into U>*(Lq**)

if 1 < p2 < oo. Since L?*(D>) C LP*(D>**) if p < p2 and U>*(Lq'V*) C U*(Lq) if
P2 < 9, Theorem 4 and the corollary follow.

To see (11), observe that, without loss of generality, one can take || ||/||p||oo = 1,

do, and write, for fixed y,

(12) F(t, yf'q < As(t, yf'q + B3(t, yf'q,

where we use (x, y) to denote a point in R2,

F(t,y)=\{x:\k*f(x,y)\>t}\,

Aa(t,y)=\{x:k^*f(x,y)\>t/2}\,

Ba(t,y) = \{x:\k{a)*f{x,y)\ > t/2}\

and

Now

and

rs a /*°°

fcW = /   k * <pT —,    ha) = I     k*(pT
Jo T Js

A(t,y)1^<(2/t)\\k^*f(x,y)\\LP{x)

dr

T

l|fc(s)*/(x,y)||LP(l) < ||fc(â)||i||||/||p||oo < ClS*.

Hence if s = t& where ß = (p — q)/otp we have

(13) lll|í(^(í,y))1/9ll^lloo<c2

where || H^ denotes the L°° norm over 0 < t < oo. To estimate Ba, take r < oo

such that 1/r = 1/u + 1/p — 1, 1 — 1/u > a, and write

Bs(t,y)1/r < (2/t)\\k{a)* f(x,y)\\Lr{x),

and

\\k(a)*f{x,y)\\Lrix) < ||||Äa||u||i||||/||p||oo < C3s°-^

where 7=1 — 1/u. Since s = tß, ß = (p — q)/ap, sa-i = í1-(«/r). Hence

(H) lll|í(Bs(í,y))1/9li:olloo<C4.

Inequalities (12), (13), and (14) imply

IIIIW,y))1/çIUœ<c4

which is the desired result.
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